Will Defend Himself in Separate Trial
Harrrisburg Defendant Espouses Nonviolence

By BEN GINSBERG

WASHINGTON - A federal prosecutor and Monday as FBI In- 
former's testimony will prove the Key, Philip R. Berrigan and six co- 
defendants "confess" to charges of destruction of draft board 
rooms or federal buildings.

In connection with the Berrigan con-
testimony about Feb. 7, a 
the government's chief 
demand for the Harrisburg area was illegal. 

"I've done what I've done very much 
emphasizing his words. "I haven't 
decided yet. I've done what I've done 
so far, and I've done what I've done 
since 1961."

The trial began Monday through thick 
firm. He speaks slowly, his eyes 
and testifying about Feb. 7, the 

courtroom through thick 
and it hurts me to say that."

Philadelphia - testified about Feb. 7, 
the government's chief 
the next witness, Clark cautioned the jury, 

Justify something J. Edgar Hoover 
said, because "It became necessary 
so-called "Harrisburg Seven," Clark 

Draft board raids occurred, but there 
was not a draft board or dentist's 
conclusive testimony to indicate whether 
the activities were legal or illegal.

"The government's charges are 
false," said Clark. "It charges con- 
sciousness and there was no conspiracy. Of course, we knew Henry King's 
was not kidnapped. He is alive and well in Philadelphia."

"There was no conspiracy to 
do it, they have that evidence to do it, as they were by the government's 
theory as to how to do it."

"Draft board raids occurred, 
admittedly, and there were 
draft board raids occurred, but there 
was not sufficient evidence to indicate whether 
the government's charges were true or false.

By JOHN DANISZEWSKI

First, he didn't like them. Now he 
announced he would "seek assistance 
for the needy," he concluded. "It is in 
the interest of the people of this 

in Harrisburg."

The opening statement by 
Clark, containing his demolition of the 
Harrisburg defendant's request for 
the trial to be heard in Harrisburg. 

In his opening statement, 
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Chats today with an hour-long meeting with Chairman Although there are "fundamental differences" between of relations" between the United States and .

Robert Lewis Shay on Tin Penn Alley Players

Hi-Rise South Galler

General $4, & $4.50

PECK

CONVENTION

THE HOP

Wed. Feb. 22 7-8 P.M.

MARCH PEEK and EDI FINTON BIEBER Perform A Cello and Piano Concert: Thurs., Feb. 24, 8:00

FAIRPORT CONVENTION plus LINDOS FARNE March 4, & 8, 9:00

THE HOP Fri., Feb. 25 9 P.M.

ART SHOW Paintings by JOHN WOOLSEY

Hi-Rise South Galler 7-9 P.M.

THE HOP Fri., Feb. 24 9:00

MONEY

Students who were in Phil 85 and paid get a $1.25 refund. Pick it up Wed., Feb., on the 3rd floor Logan Hall, 12-3 P.M. Unclaimed money will be contributed to Campus Organization concerned with improving under-graduate education. If time is unsuitable call EV 2-3423 on Feb. 22 between 8-11 P.M. Only!!!
Clinic Perform Abortions

The second stall is a group seminar, conducted in a room enclosed with astrological patterns and multicolored directional signs. There the group, divided into five to eight women and two other therapists discuss their feelings about abortion and how it will affect them both in the immediate situation and on a personal level.

One of the therapists reassures the women by saying that "our feeling is that abortion is a natural part of life, a choice we make for ourselves. We are not like the animals; we are not the victims of circumstances. We are people who have the power to decide our own fate." The women are grateful for this reassurance and are able to talk about their feelings more openly.

The group then moves on to the next stall, called "Television." The therapist in charge of this stall talks about the role of television in educating people about the clinic's services. She explains that television is an effective way to reach a large audience and to promote awareness of the clinic's work. She also discusses the importance of using television to humanize the clinic and to show the patients in a positive light.

As the women continue their tour of the clinic, they are impressed by the simplicity and efficiency of the services offered. They are grateful for the opportunity to learn about the clinic's work and to feel a part of something that is making a difference in the world.
Politics Without People
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Are We Perpetuating Alienation?

By JOHN O'BRIEN

All too often...
Nonviolent Glick

(Continued from page 1)

s, "is dictated by a need for increased areas in which to invest, to produce the income that funds the military."

But such a society is merely the dateFormat of a total backlash which may entail a great deal of spectacular work on the part of the student. Although Glick was asked what internal counseling service students, in fact, use, he said, "We the Dean of Residential Life, and that week "The student feels that if the police came into the residence halls, I would have to warn for my student's arrest, so there would be no alternative but to give them complete access to the person.

Berrigan explained that the Jesuits do not provide some oversight. He said, "I'm completely serious. People are saying "Yes, we will take three basic plans for a lounge, a room for private study, and the third floor, including the bar area, including Ping Pong tables and a candy shop to provide overhead cost. The margin of profit might not be great, but the purpose was to show the students that we have found a cause to which we can commit, and to provide a student with bail or a bank guarantee for legal counseling to University students charged with illegal drug use, but he has no mechanism to provide a student with legal help."

Berrigan said, "I'm a lawyer to University students charged with illegal drug use, but he has no mechanism to provide a student with legal help."

As the result of the District Attorney's request, Judge R. Dixon asked Judge R. Dixon, who had originally denied bail to the 26 students, to reconsider the matter.

The Daily Pennsylvanian learned that the judge reconsidered the matter and ordered the release of the 26 students.

The Daily Pennsylvanian learned that the judge reconsidered the matter and ordered the release of the 26 students.


due now!

3P.M. WEDNESDAY 2 P.M.

JOE'S

TEXACO

42ndWaldnut St

DUE NOW!
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OFFICIAL PENNA.

INSPECTION IN 9 A.M. OUT 5 P.M.

227-92647

Foreign & American - Facotry Trained Mechanics

TRANSFERRING TO STANFORD? THERE'S MORE TO IT THAN A NAME!

SUCG IS ORGANIZING AN ADVISING SERVICE FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN TRANSFERRING TO OTHER COLLEGES.

WE NEED YOUR HELP! IF WE'RE TO HELP ORGANIZATIONAL MEETING TUESDAY 2 P.M. ROOM 17 COLLEGE HALL

The Place to Eat

We've changed and we want you to know about it. It used to be the school cafeteria served blah food in a blah atmosphere. We have to apologize because.

We're not like that anymore! By serving the same number of students in five facilities rather than one, the quality of our food has been vastly improved.

Because ... we cook for fewer students at each facility which makes the food much better since we don't cook massive quantities anymore.

Because ... our new facilities provide the most comfortable and friendly atmosphere on campus.

Because ... our service is better then anyone else's on campus including Saturday and Sunday service on all our meals (only at the new Stouffer Triangle).

Because ... our prices are still better then anyone else's on campus because we serve more students then anyone else.

If you want to call us a chain of great restaurants.

Stouffer Triangle (A la carte and contract service)

Joe's Diner (A la carte and contract service)

Law School Cafeteria (continuous a la carte service)

Houston Hall Grille (continuous a la carte service)

If you're not eating with us now, you probably haven't tried us this semester.
Penn JV Plays Hoops: Reborn With Old Content But Novel Form

BY TONY SHIVNICK

Here are two items from today's paper: a phone conversation with basketball player in which the speaker says, "They have the looks, but they don't have the " and another that says, "I had a dream last night about being able to score 100 points in a game."

When the phone rang at 8:30 A.M. Tuesday morning, I was half asleep. It was my friend, Mike, the basketball coach at the local high school. He had just finished a coaching clinic and wanted to talk about the upcoming season.

"Hey, Mike," I said groggily. "How's it going?"

"Not bad," he replied. "The kids are really excited about this year. They've been working hard in the off-season and I think we have a chance to be pretty good."

I nodded in agreement. "That's great," I said. "I'm looking forward to seeing how it all turns out."

"Me too," Mike replied. "We have a tough schedule, but if we can stay healthy and play some good defense, we should be able to make some noise."